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The energy spectrum of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) extends up to ~1020 eV, but their sources
have not been identified yet.
One of the reasons is the small statistics of UHECRs observed with the present ground based experiments,
Pierre Auger Observatory and Telescope Array Project.
Several projects with larger acceptance are planned to find the sources, among them JEM-EUSO and KLYPVE.
Both projects are space based missions under development. The idea is to launch onto the International Space
Station a telescope to observe tracks of fluorescence and Cherenkov light in near ultra-violet band from extensive air showers of UHECRs with large acceptance.
The optics of KLYPVE consists of a mirror with 3.6 m diameter. However, it became clear that the performance
of the KLYPVE optics would have improved considerably by utilizing the Fresnel lens technology developed
for JEM-EUSO. A collaborative work between KLYPVE and JEM-EUSO has started in 2013.
The baseline optics of the KLYPVE/K-EUSO consists of a mirror of 3.4 m diameter, and a double-sided Fresnel
lens with a diffractive surface. The focal surface consists of ~1800 multi-anode photomultiplier tubes with 64
pixels each.
The total number of pixels are ~100,000. The data acquisition system works in photon counting mode with
intelligent trigger to discriminate shower tracks.
A dedicated raytracing code of the KLYPVE/K-EUSO has been developed and has been implemented into the
Euso Simulation and Analysis Framework (ESAF).
The performance of the optics and trigger aperture for UHECR observation of KLYPVE/K-EUSO will be reported in this paper.
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